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Inuit Women Artists Artisan Books occupy a creative space
The groundbreaking New York
between the familiar fourTimes bestseller, Women in
cornered object and
Science by Rachel Ignotofsky,
comes to the youngest readers in challenging works of art that
effectively question every
board format! Highlighting
notable women's contributions to preconception of what a
STEM, this board book edition
book can be. Many artists
features simpler text and Rachel
specialize in producing selfIgnotofsky's signature illustrations
contained art projects in the
reimagined for young readers to
introduce the perfect role models form of books, like Ken
to grow up with while inspiring a Campbell and Susan King,
love of science. The collection
or they establish small
includes diverse women across
presses, like Simon Cutts and
various scientific fields, time
Erica Van Horn’s Coracle
periods, and geographic locations.
Press or Harry and Sandra
The perfect gift for every curious
Reese’s Turkey Press.
budding scientist!

Rad Women Worldwide
National Geographic Books
This stunning volume
illuminates the current
moment of artists’
engagement with books,
revealing them as an
essential medium in
contemporary art. Ever
innovative and predictably
diverse in their physical
formats, artists’ books
Downloaded from

Countless others who are
primarily known as
sculptors, painters, or
performance artists carry on
a parallel practice in
artists’ books, including
Anselm Kiefer, Annette
Messager, Ed Ruscha, and
Richard Tuttle. Artists and
Their Books / Books and
Their Artists includes over
one hundred important
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examples selected from the
Getty Research Institute’s
Special Collections of more
than six thousand editions
and unique artists’ books.
This volume also presents
precursors to the artist’s
book, such as Joris
Hoefnagel’s sixteenthcentury calligraphy
masterpiece; single-sheet
episodes from Albrecht
Dürer’s Life of Mary,
designed to be either
broadsides or a book; early
illustrated scientific works;
and avant-garde
publications. Twentiethcentury works reveal the
impact of artists’ books on
Pop Art, Fluxus,
Conceptualism, feminist art,
and postmodernism. The
selection of books by an
international range of artists
who have chosen to work
with texts and images on
paper provokes new inquiry
Downloaded from

into the nature of art and
books in contemporary
culture.
Women in Art Chicago
Review Press
How have women
artists used
photography as a
tool of resistance?
Our Selves explores
the connections
between photography,
feminism, civil
rights, Indigenous
sovereignty and
queer liberation
Spanning more than
100 years of
photography, the
works in Our Selves
range from a turn-ofthe-century
photograph of
racially segregated
education in the
United States, by
Frances Benjamin
Johnston, to a
contemporary
portrait celebrating
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Indigenous art forms, and power, and the
by the Chemehuevi
ways in which women
artist Cara Romero. artists have reframed
As the title of this our received ideas
volume suggests, Our about womanhood.
Selves affirms the
Published in
creative and
conjunction with a
political agency of groundbreaking
women artists. A
exhibition of
critical essay by
photographs by women
curator Roxana
artists--drawn
Marcoci asks the
exclusively from
question "What is a MoMA's collection,
Feminist Picture?"
thanks to a
and reconsiders the transformative gift
art-historical canon of photographs from
through works by
Helen Kornblum in
Claude Cahun, Tina
2021--this richly
Modotti, Carrie Mae illustrated catalog
Weems, Catherine Opie features more than
and Hulleah J.
100 color and blackTsinhnahjinnie, among and-white plates. As
others. Twelve
we continue to aspire
focused essays by
to equity and
emerging scholars
diversity, Our Selves
explore themes such contributes vital
as identity and
insights into figures
gender, the
too often relegated
relationship between to the margins of our
educational systems cultural imagination.
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50 Contemporary Women teenage punk and lead
Artists Thames & Hudson singer of X-Ray Spex) and
Educational and
Liv Arnesen and Ann
inspirational, this giftBancroft (polar explorers
worthy New York Times
and the first women to
bestseller from the authors cross Antarctica). An
of Rad American Women A- additional 250 names of
Z, is a bold, illustrated
international rad women are
collection of 40
also included as a reference
biographical profiles
for readers to continue
showcasing extraordinary their own research. This
women from across the
progressive and visually
globe. Rad Women
arresting book is a
Worldwide tells fresh,
compelling addition to
engaging, and amazing
women's history and
tales of perseverance and belongs on the shelf of
radical success by pairing every school, library, and
well-researched and
home. Together, these
riveting biographies with
stories show the immense
powerful and expressive
range of what women have
cut-paper portraits. The
done and can do. May we
book features an array of
all have the courage to be
diverse figures from 430
rad! For teachers, this book
BCE to 2016, spanning 31 is appropriate for grades
countries around the world, 6-8 and could be used in
from Hatshepsut (the great either Social Studies or
female king who ruled
English classes, or as part
Egypt peacefully for two
of a text for a
decades) and Malala
multidisciplinary unit. It can
Yousafzi (the youngest
also be used as a Common
person to win the Nobel
Core text for grades 6-8
Peace Prize) to Poly
Social Studies/History - CC
Styrene (legendary
SS.ELADownloaded from
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its influence. Featuring a select
Women Street Artists: the
group of living women artists
Complete Guide Laurence
and architects who have made
King
significant and groundbreaking
Taschen's inventive layout is contributions to contemporary
effective in presenting the
art, the volume profiles an
provocative works, words, and international cross-section of
biographies of the nearly 100 women artists--from emerging
women artists gathered here. to established--who address
Grosenick, a freelance art
critical, social, environmental,
historian in Germany, has
psychological, historical, and
selected women artists
social issues through their art.
working in Germany, the US, Included are works by five
South Africa, Japan, Poland, MacArthur Foundation
France, Scandinavia, and
Fellows. Ultimately, this book
Spain, among other countries. promotes women artists in an
The entry for each artist is six ongoing dialogue through the
pages, with much of the space exploration of their work and
devoted to good- quality color process, while offering fresh
photos of her work. c. Book
perspectives on feminism and
News Inc.
notions of cultural power.
50 Women Artists You Should Readers receive a unique
Know Chronicle Books
glimpse of seminal works such
This one-of-a-kind
as Judy Chicago's The Dinner
compendium serves as a
Party, as well as brand new
reminder of women's strength pieces inspired by The
in the contemporary art market Women's March on
place, and acts as testament to Washington in 2017. Complete
the innovation, power, and
with a foreword by Elizabeth
necessity of women's art and Sackler, PhD, this compilation
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is ideal for educators, students, London. This pejorative
curators, collectors, and all
attribution strongly implied a
those who support the arts.
status less significant to that of
Hearts of Our People Univ of their male counterparts. The
author challenges this
South Carolina Press
statement's basic tenet by
Drawing on untapped
casting a wide net in
archives, as well as
examining women’s art
aggregating a wide range of
education from the Slade
existing published sources,
School of Fine Art, through to
this book recalibrates the
the role of its graduates within
understanding of women
a selection of London’s
artists’ roles, outputs and
exhibition groups, societies
receptions in London during
what was indubitably a vibrant and publications. This book
also reconstructs ‘from
and innovative period in the
scratch’ the role of the
history of British art, and in
which the work of their male Women’s International Art
Club (WIAC), hitherto entirely
contemporaries is so well
understood. The book takes its overlooked in art historical
studies of the era. This book
starting point from Alicia
Foster’s article “Gwen John’s will be of interest to students
Self-Portrait: Art, Identity and and researchers in art and
Women Students at the Slade cultural history, gender
studies,and in sociological
School,” published in 2000,
studies of pre-War World War
where the expression “a
talented and decorative group” Britain.
Our Selves: Photographs by
was coined to describe
Women Artists Taschen
common attitudes towards
women artists in the late 19th "Discover Her Art is a brilliant
guide to understanding how a
and early 20th century
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painting does what it does."
many more.
—Emily Eveleth, painter Discover The Mirror and the Palette
Her Art invites young art lovers Bloomsbury Publishing USA
and artists to learn about painting A brand new look at the
through the lives and
extraordinary
masterpieces of 24 women from
accomplishments of early
the 16th to the 20th century. In
modern Italian women artists
each chapter, readers arrive at a
This generously illustrated
masterwork, explore it with an
volume surveys a sweeping
artist's eye, and learn about the
painter's remarkable life and the range of early modern Italian
women artists, exploring their
inspirations behind her work.
Young artists will discover how practice and paths to success
these 24 amazing women used
within the male-dominated art
composition, color, value, shape, world of the period. New
and line in paintings that range
attention to archival
from highly realistic to fully
documents and detailed
abstract. Hands-on exercises
technical analyses of the
encourage readers to create their
beautiful paintings featured
own art! Whether you love to
here--ranging from historical
make art or just look at it, you
will enjoy discovering the great subjects to portraits and still
lifes--offer new insight into
work of these women artists.

Forgotten Women: The Artists
Princeton Architectural Press
Over 50 of the world's top
women street artists, with
amazing images and detailed
biographies. Includes Bambi,
Btoy, Elle, Jilly Ballistic,
Faith47, Lily Mixe, Miss Van,
Nadege Dauvergne, Vexta and
Downloaded from

the ways these women worked
and their accomplishments.
Essays and catalogue entries
by an international team of
distinguished art historians
examine the works of
Artemisia Gentileschi,
Sofonisba Anguissola, Lavinia
Fontana, Fede Galizia,
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down, and work proceeds on all
Elisabetta Sirani, Giovanna
Garzoni, Rosalba Carriera, and fronts in glorious profusion."
Now, with The Reckoning,
other less known Italian
women artists. Through these authors Heartney, Posner,
Princenthal, and Scott bring into
works of art in diverse
focus the accomplishments of 24
media--from paintings to
acclaimed international women
prints--the fascinating stories
artists born since 1960 who have
of early modern Italian women benefited from the
artists are revealed.
groundbreaking efforts of their
London’s Women Artists,
predecessors. The book is
1900-1914 Ten Speed Press
organized in four thematic
Meskimmon asks why women sections: "Bad Girls" profiles
artists whose work represents an
artists were left out of the
canon of German modernism, assault on conventional notions of
gender and racial difference.
tracing the reasons to the
"History Lessons" offers
construction of a unified
reflections on the self in the
(male) history of art that in
context of history and
effect denied women a voice.
globalization. "Spellbound"
The book is an effort to
focuses on women’s embrace of
reconceive the period's art
the irrational, subjective, and
history and the perspective of surreal, while "Domestic
the Weimar woman artist.
Disturbances" takes on women's
She Votes Chronicle Books
The authors of After the
Revolution return with an
incisive study of the work of
contemporary women artists. In
After the Revolution, the authors
concluded that "The battles may
not all have been won . . . but
barricades are gradually coming
Downloaded from

conflicted relationship to home,
family, and security. Written in
lively prose and fully illustrated
throughout, this book gives an
informed account of the
wonderful diversity of recent
contemporary art by women. "An
indispensable contribution to the
literature on contemporary art by
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women." (Whitney Chadwick,
aunts and nieces - just make
author of Women, Art and
sure you buy a copy for your
Society) "In the 2007 book After
sons, brothers, dads, uncles
the Revolution: Women Who
Transformed Contemporary Art, and nephews, too.' [the authors] set a new standard Independent The women
who shaped and were erased
in documenting and evaluating
the work of a dozen key women from our history. Forgotten
artists, spanning generations
Women is a new series of
between the 1960s to the 2000s. .
books that uncover the lost
. The beat goes on with the
herstories of influential
appearance of The Reckoning,
written by the same authors in the women who have refused
same accessible scholarly style, over hundreds of years to
but reflecting important historical accept the hand they've been
changes over the past decade and dealt and, as a result, have
more. In line with the increased
formed, shaped and changed
presence of women in
mainstream art, the book includes the course of our futures.
The Artists brings together
twice as many artists as its
predecessor. And its global reach the stories of 48* brilliant
has expanded vastly, stretching woman artists who made
from Europe and the Americas to huge yet unacknowledged
Africa and China." (Holland
contributions to the history
Cotter, The New York Times)

The Reckoning Douglas &
McIntyre Limited
'To say this series is
"empowering" doesn't do it
justice. Buy a copy for your
daughters, sisters, mums,
Downloaded from

of art, including Camille
Claudel, the extraordinarily
talented sculptor who was
always unfairly
overshadowed by her lover,
Rodin; Baroness Elsa von
Freytag-Loringhoven, who
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has been claimed as the true underrepresented creators such as
Jaune Quick-to-See Smith and
originator of Marcel
Xenobia Bailey, this empowering
Duchamp's Fountain; and
alphabet picture book features a
Ana Mendieta, the Cuban
variety of genres - painting,
refugee who approached
drawing, sculpture, and more.
violence against women
Each lushly illustrated spread
through her performance art summarises the artist's work in
one word, such as 'D is for Dots'
before her own untimely
death. With chapters ranging (Yayoi Kusama) and 'N is for
Nature' (Maya Lin), and gives the
from Figurative to
essential information to know
Photography, and Craft to
about the creator. Biographies,
Conceptual, this is an
discussion questions, and artmaking prompts at the back of the
alternative guide to art
history that demonstrates the book provide even more
fascinating details for readers
broad range of artistic
who want to delve in further.
movements that included,
Whether you're an art aficionado
and were often pioneered by, or finger-painting virtuoso, this
female artists who have been vibrant collection of diverse
women artists is perfect for you.
largely overlooked. *The
Artists featured: Mirka Mora,
number of Nobel-prizeBetye Saar, Helen Frankenthaler,
winning women.
25 Women Phaidon Press
These women revolutionised the
arts . . . one brush stroke,
photograph, and quilt stitch at a
time! From household names like
Frida Kahlo and Georgia
O'Keeffe, to French-born
Australian artist Mirka Mora, to
Downloaded from

Yayoi Kusama, Kay Sage,
Georgia O'Keeffe, Agnes Martin,
Jaune Quick-to-See Smith,
Elizabeth Catlett, Judith Leyster,
Leonora Carrington, Carmen
Herrera, Edmonia Lewis, Maya
Lin, Hilma af Klint, Maria
Martinez, Gee's Bend quilters,
Frida Kahlo, Louise Bourgeois,
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Loïs Mailou Jones, Alice Neel,
Helen Zughaib, Ursula von
Rydingsvard, Dorothea Lange,
Xenobia Bailey, and Maria
Sibylla Merian.

major fine artists such as
Meret Oppenheim, May
Stevens, Kara Walker, and
Renee Stout and
Women Artists in the 20th distinguished book artists
and 21st Century Springer such as Susan King, Ruth
Laxson, Claire Van Vliet,
Nature
Artists' books have emerged and Julie Chen. Culled from
over the last 25 years as the over 800 unique or limitedquintessential contemporary edition volumes held by the
art form, addressing subjects National Museum of Women
in the Arts, these books
as diverse as poetry and
politics, incorporating a full explore the form as a
container for ideas.
spectrum of artistic media
and bookmaking methods, Descriptions of the works
are accompanied by colorful
and taking every
illustrations and reflections
conceivable form. Female
by their makers, along with
painters, sculptors,
essays by leading scholars
calligraphers, and
and a lively introduction by
printmakers, as well a
the most famous book artist
growing community of
in our culture, best-selling
hobbyists, have played a
primary role in developing author Audrey Niffenegger.
The exquisitely crafted
this new mode of artistic
expression. The Book as Art objects in the The Book as
Art are sure to provoke
presents more than 100 of
the most engaging women's unexpected and surprising
conclusions about what
artist books created by
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constitutes a book. The Book of a feminist aesthetic, the
as Art accompanies the
female body, sexuality, and
exhibition of the same name representation more largely.
at the Museum of Women in The reframing of female
the Arts in Washington,
contributions to the history
D.C., beginning in October of art is still ongoing, and
2006.
this new addition to the Art
Discover Her Art Mit Press Essentials series draws
A chronological
attention to some of its key
introduction to women
dimensions. Focusing on
artists throughout history,
fifty diverse women artists
this book provides a rich
from Artemisia Gentileschi
understanding of key female through Judy Chicago, Ana
artists from the Baroque to Mendieta, and the Guerrilla
the present day. In 1971, in Girls to Barbara Kruger,
an essay that has now
Cindy Sherman, and Mona
become one of the
Hatoum, this book equips
touchstones of feminist art readers with an
history, Linda Nochlin
understanding of feminist
raised the question heard
art, as well as an
round the world: “Why have appreciation of its most
there been no great women important figures. This latest
artists?” Since the 1970s, as addition to the Art Essentials
a result of this kind of
series documents women
consciousness-raising, the
artists in context to offer
feminist discourse around
readers a rich understanding
art has expanded, addressing of key female artists from
forms of activism, the idea the Baroque to the present
Downloaded from
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day.
Women Artists Abrams
'Significantly more engaging
and inspiring than the rival
Rebel Girls' GUARDIAN 'It's
hard to imagine any group of
primary-aged children who
wouldn't be inspired'
BOOKSELLER 'An absolute
must-have for every young
person's bookshelf'
HUFFINGTON POST Over
half of all the visual artists
working today are women, but
the paintings and sculptures
shown in many galleries and
museums tell a different story
because they're usually the
work of men. In this book
Kate Pankhurst, descendent of
Emmeline Pankhurst, tells the
fascinating stories of some of
history's most talented female
artists. · Express your feelings
and find your identity through
art with Frida Kahlo · Run
away to the circus and paint
with Laura Knight · Help
bring talented artists into the
spotlight with Peggy
Downloaded from

Guggenheim · Challenge
racism and segregation by
creating powerful art with
Faith Ringgold Including
comic strips, family trees,
maps and more, Fantastically
Great Women Artists and
Their Stories is a celebration of
just some of the women whose
creativity and dreams have
made a mark on the world. A
fantastic gift for girls and boys
alike! List of women featured:
Amrita Sher-Gil, Elisabeth Le
Brun, Emily Kame
Kngwarreye, Faith Ringgold,
Frida Kahlo, Kathe Kollwitz,
Dame Laura Knight and Peggy
Guggenheim.
Great Women Artists
Random House Australia
The Short Story of Women
Artists tells the full history from the breakthroughs that
women have made in pushing
for parity with male artists, to
the important contributions
made to otherwise maledominated artistic movements,
and the forgotten and obscured
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global lens, expanding the canon
artists who are now being
rediscovered and reassessed. to include the work of nonAccessible, concise and richly Western artists, queer and racially
illustrated, the book reveals the marginalized artists,
connections between different photographers, textile artists, and
more. Discover the glittering
periods, artists and styles,
Sofonisba Anguissola of the
giving readers a thorough
Renaissance and the radical work
understanding and broad
of Harriet Powers in the
enjoyment of the full
nineteenth century. Explore the
achievements that female
Dutch Golden Age, the
artists have made.
astonishing work of postwar
In the Company of Women
Bloomsbury Publishing
The story of art for our
times—one with women at the
center, brought together for the
first time by the creator of
@thegreatwomenartists. From
Leonardo da Vinci to JeanMichel Basquiat, the great
painters and sculptures who have
defined the fine art canon have
largely been men. Katy Hessel
seeks to right that wrong by
cataloging, celebrating, and
elevating women artists and
placing their groundbreaking
work in its historical, political,
and cultural context. From the
Renaissance to the present day,
Hessel breaks down each time
period and movement using a
Downloaded from

artists in Latin America, and the
women defining art in the 2020s.
Featuring more than 100 works of
art in color, The Story of Art
Without Men is a timeless and
essential addition to any library.
Women in Science Simon and
Schuster
A dazzlingly original and
ambitious book on the history of
female self-portraiture by one of
today's most well-respected art
critics. Her story weaves in and
out of time and place. She's Frida
Kahlo, Loïs Mailou Jones and
Amrita Sher-Gil en route to
Mexico City, Paris or Bombay.
She's Suzanne Valadon and
Gwen John, craving city lights,
the sea and solitude; she's
Artemisia Gentileschi striding
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through the streets of Naples and fact that there is more than one
Paula Modersohn-Becker in
way to understand our planet,
Worpswede. She's haunting
more than one way to live in it
museums in her paint-stained
and more than one way to make
dress, scrutinising how El Greco art about it. Spanning 500 years,
or Titian or Van Dyck or Cézanne biography and cultural history
solved the problems that she too intertwine in a narrative packed
is facing. She's railing against her with tales of rebellion, adventure,
corsets, her chaperones, her
revolution, travel and tragedy
husband and her brothers; she's enacted by women who turned
hammering on doors, dreaming in their back on convention and
her bedroom, working day and
lived lives of great resilience,
night in her studio. Despite the
creativity and bravery.
immense hurdles that have been
placed in her way, she sits at her
easel, picks up a mirror and paints
a self-portrait because, as a
subject, she is always available.
Until the twentieth century, art
history was, in the main, written
by white men who tended to write
about other white men. The idea
that women in the West have
always made art was rarely cited
as a possibility. Yet they have and, of course, continue to do so often against tremendous odds,
from laws and religion to the
pressures of family and public
disapproval. In The Mirror and
the Palette, Jennifer Higgie
introduces us to a cross-section of
women artists who embody the
Downloaded from
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